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THIS IS

WHOLESOME
A DECADES-OLD HOUSEHOLD STAPLE FROM NABISCO
COURAGEOUSLY STEPS INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
By Todd Wilkinson

Reinventing a vintage brand is never easy, especially in changing times.
Now imagine the daunting paradox that awaited Mondelez International, parent company of Nabisco,
when it set out to put the fresh face of American diversity on a product — Honey Maid graham
crackers — closely identified with traditional family values of generations past.
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Mondelez’s bold solution was “This is Wholesome,” a
headline-making LGBT campaign that earned grand prize
recognition at the 2014 ANA Multicultural Excellence
Awards. Crafted with agency partner Droga5, the multiplatform execution was hailed for celebrating the love and
wholesome togetherness of families in all their contemporary expressions.

REINVENTING A BRAND
The campaign came about with the existential realization that Honey Maid’s relevance and profile were turning
stale. Stiff competition in the snack food market convinced
Mondelez to take action.
“Honestly, we needed to reinvent our 90-year-old brand
or it would slowly decay,” says Gary Osifchin, senior marketing director for Biscuits North America at Mondelez.
“Honey Maid was always viewed as wholesome, but it was also
perceived as boring and old-fashioned by many. As we evaluated ideas with Droga5, I admit that we stumbled and did
not hit it out of the park on the first few rounds.”
Only when the client and agency took a step back did
they gain an “a-ha” perspective. It came when they decided
to work from a brief built on the enduring meaning and representation of “wholesome” itself.
Kevin Brady, executive creative director at New
York City–based Droga5, knew strong visuals and social
media would figure prominently in the campaign, but critical
too was finding the right narrative. To ensure authenticity,
the creative team enlisted documentarian directors to find
five real families, rather than actors, partaking naturally in
meaningful bonding. Hours of film were shot and the footage they brought back reflected the true face of America —
one of multiculturalism, inter-racial diversity, and same-sex
marriage. It more closely resembled Modern Family than the
démodé meme of Father Knows Best.
“When the creatives shared This is Wholesome, I was all
in, but I knew I would need to be fearless in championing the
work internally and protecting it as it came to life,” Osifchin
says.
Editing five long-form films down to 30- and 15-second
TV spots is never easy, but in this case it was even harder.
“We needed to communicate the family dynamic quickly to
the viewer,” Brady says. “And our campaign isn’t just about
different types of families; it’s about wholesome connections and
wholesome moments.”
The campaign formally launched last March with TV
spots featuring Honey Maid and Teddy Grahams. The visuals reinforced what viewers heard in the opening voiceover:
“No matter how things change, what makes us wholesome
never will.” ››
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Brady says that while some ads over
the years have conveyed LGBT imagery
with subtlety, This is Wholesome presented the content front and center. The main
30-second piece begins with a strong
affirmation of the LGBT community,
showing two fathers tenderly coddling
their infant child. It is followed by a girl
dancing to the drumbeats of her tattooed
rock-n-roller father and a bi-racial family
walking down a street holding hands.
The sequencing wasn’t field tested
or subjected to focus groups. Osifchin,
Brady, and colleagues believed viewers would recognize the truth about
real life. “Ultimately, we chose the edit
that we thought best celebrated the
wholesome connection of all families,”
Osifchin says. “The imagery of gay
dads holding their newborn was such a
powerful one that my gut told me to go
with it in the lead.”
“There was a moment after a meeting [with Mondelez] when I asked the
group if they were really ready to put a
gay family in the commercial and were
prepared for whatever negativity they

might get, because you can’t do this
idea halfway,” Brady recalls. “And they
emphatically said, ‘Yes, we want to do
this — we’re all in.’”

TAPPING INTO SOCIAL MEDIA
Although This is Wholesome launched
across platforms, it was, at heart, intended
as a social engagement campaign. Shortform video documentaries of each family
were posted on YouTube and Facebook,
and the hashtag #ThisIsWholesome was
employed on Twitter to let consumers
respond to the real family portrayals and
share their own personal stories. A social
media command center was also set up
to help Mondelez monitor and respond
to every tweet, post, and call for the first
three weeks of the campaign.
“The overwhelming positive and richness of the responses told us early on that
first week that the campaign was working,” Osifchin says.
A gay man living with his family in
California penned a column for The
Huffington Post, calling the Nabisco films
unprecedented. “I now understood what

LGBT families had been missing in the
[advertising] landscape of America —
we have been missing from the branding
of the national consciousness,” he wrote.
“Consumers valued that we portrayed
what they see in their communities,
schools, churches, and offices every day,”
Osifchin says. “We knew we were onto
something, but we never expected that it
would take off as quickly as it did.”
However, as anticipated, a few
conservative individuals and groups
like One Million Moms encouraged
consumers to write letters of protest and
boycott the product. One Million Moms
accused Honey Maid of attempting “to
normalize sin.”
Ignoring the criticism was never an
option. “The idea we had was to bridge
the two types of commenters — both
those who responded in a negative way
and the overwhelming majority who
responded in a positive way,” Brady
says. “It was important that we not back
down from negative comments. The
only way we could really respond to
them was with love.” ››
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SPREADING THE LOVE
2014 ANA MULTICULTURAL
EXCELLENCE AWARDS
GRAND PRIZE WINNERS
African-American
National Basketball Association
Dream Big
GlobalHue, The Marketing Arm & Cultur8
Asian
Godiva Chocolatier
The Victory Horse
IW Group Inc.

KEY
Category
Marketer (Brand)
Campaign
Agency

Asian
Verizon Wireless
Lunar New Year Prosperous
AdAsia Communications, Inc.
Digital Media
Dallas Pets Alive!
Muttbombing
Dieste
Hispanic
Allstate Insurance Company
Luck Changes
Lapiz
LGBT
Mondelez International (Honey Maid)
This Is Wholesome Anthem
Droga5
People with Disabilities
Procter & Gamble (Duracell)
Trust Your Power
Saatchi & Saatchi
Print
Special Olympics Texas
Swimming and Track
LatinWorks
Radio
Heineken USA (Tecate)
Brew Masters
iNSPIRE!
Significant Results
Dallas Pets Alive!
Muttbombing
Dieste
Total Market
The Coca-Cola Company (Coca-Cola)
It’s Beautiful
Wieden + Kennedy
Best in Show Award
Procter & Gamble (Duracell)
Trust Your Power
Saatchi & Saatchi
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To that end, two experimental artists
were brought in and filmed fashioning
a sculpture installation made out of
sheets of paper. Positive and negative
comments from the Honey Maid campaign were printed on the pages, which
the artist shaped into the word “Love.”
“We hadn’t seen
any other instance
where a brand embraced the controversy around a
campaign, and since
we were on a mission to celebrate
wholesome connections of all families,
the ‘Love’ idea, albeit risky in terms of potentially igniting more negativity, just seemed like
the right thing for the brand to do,”
Osifchin says.
The film was posted on YouTube
and shared on Facebook and Twitter in early April. When the media
began covering it as a story, the film
quickly circulated through the LGBT
community. A banner headline in The
Huffington Post read: “LOOK: Honey
Maid Makes ANOTHER Awesome
Pro-LGBT Move.”
“The biggest surprise was how positive the comments were. Day after day,
they kept coming,” Brady says, noting
that positive consumer response outweighed the negative 10 to 1. “It was
really important that our film went to
that next level and really championed
the love we received and showed visually how far the country had come.”

LOOKING BEYOND METRICS
Sales of Honey Maid graham crackers
increased 7 percent just weeks after the
launch, and the brand has seen positive
movement in equity measures such
as consumer relevancy and brand

perception, Osifchin says. The campaign also generated incalculable consumer goodwill and respect from other
marketers in the industry.
“There are a myriad of business
metrics I could speak to, but what has
been most powerful to me have been
the personal metrics,” Brady says. “The

notes from people I didn’t know, the
hugs from people I met at dinner parties, the heartfelt and endless comments
that just said, ‘Thank you for finally
putting my family out there.’ It was
pretty powerful and humbling stuff.”
Both Osifchin and Brady say that
fighting the good fight has strengthened
the relationship between Mondelez
and Droga5 in ways that might not
have otherwise happened. “I think their
greatest strength has been bravery,”
Brady says of Mondelez. “It wasn’t an
easy campaign to give the green light
to, but from the first meeting they said,
‘Yeah, we’re in. We want to do this!’
They stuck to it and didn’t back down.”
“The only way a campaign as powerful and fearless as this could make its
way into the world is through a respectful trusting agency/client relationship,”
Osifchin adds. “Kevin and I developed
that kind of relationship, and we are
able to push and challenge each other
to deliver only great work.”
In helping to set a new standard
for multicultural respect, Honey Maid
has few worries about going stale any
time soon.

